How a moderated online discussion forum facilitates support for young people with eating disorders
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Abstract

Introduction Young people with eating disorders are at risk of harm to their social, emotional and physical development and life chances. Although they can be reluctant to seek help, they may access social media for information, advice or support. The relationship between social media and youth well-being is an emotive subject, but not clearly understood. This qualitative study aimed to explore how young people used a youth-orientated, moderated, online, eating disorders discussion forum, run by an eating disorders charity.

Methods We applied a netnographic approach involving downloading and thematically analysing over 400 messages posted August–November 2012.

Results Data analysis generated five themes: Taking on the role of mentor; the online discussion forum as a safe space; Friendship within the online forum; Flexible help; and Peer support for recovery and relapse prevention. Forum moderation may have influenced the forum culture.

Discussion Our findings are consistent with literature about youth preferences for mental health self-care support. A young person’s decision to use this discussion forum can be construed as pro-active self-care. A moderated online discussion forum can make a positive contribution to support for youth with eating disorders, countering negative media perceptions of online groups.

Conclusion This study adds to knowledge about how young people access support via social media. Online discussion forums can be safe and acceptable spaces for youth to access help. Further research could provide insights into the impact of forum moderation.

Introduction

This paper is concerned with online support for young people (10–19 years) with eating disorders. European data suggest a prevalence for eating disorders of up to 0.9% in 14–17 year olds.5 This is probably an underestimate3,4 but is consistent with data from the World Health Organization.5 There is evidence that prevalence is increasing.6 Eating disorders can harm
emotional, psychological, social and physical well-being and development.\textsuperscript{7–10} They are complex conditions, in which self-worth is judged by weight or body shape. An individual may experience intense fear of fatness linked with a focused pursuit of thinness. They may develop a cycle of overeating followed by induced vomiting or excessive use of laxatives, often accompanied by self-loathing and extreme anxiety.\textsuperscript{1,8,11}

Within the eating disorders community there have been attempts to promote an ideal thinness amongst individuals with eating disorders. This is evident in ‘pro Ana’, ‘pro-Mia’ and ‘Anamia’ websites,\textsuperscript{12} which equate thinness with self-control and beauty, often using pictures of celebrities and quasi-spiritual messages to encourage users to strive for weight loss, no matter the consequences.\textsuperscript{13–16} Such ideas may be presented as having moral currency, in that the pursuit of thinness is sold as a valid philosophical and moral position.\textsuperscript{17}

Developmental theories present adolescence as a phase of growth and exploration, moving towards a sense of identity. According to egosyntonic theory, eating disorders are tightly bound up with identity, thus, they are hard to treat because treatment implies a threat to identity.\textsuperscript{18} A young person’s support needs complicate the picture because they vary in response to changing life-skills, experience, maturity and insight.\textsuperscript{18–20} Hence, a complex pattern of treatment resistance is further complicated by developmental factors.\textsuperscript{18,21,22}

The personal development and circumstances of young people influence their helpseeking, and limits to privacy, money, transport or freedom of movement can be effective obstacles to accessing services.\textsuperscript{23–26} Studies from diverse populations (e.g. in Africa,\textsuperscript{27} Australia,\textsuperscript{23} Canada,\textsuperscript{28} Finland,\textsuperscript{29} Japan,\textsuperscript{30} the UK\textsuperscript{31} and the USA\textsuperscript{32}) suggest that young people may not disclose emotional health difficulties to others, preferring instead to manage these independently. If their attempts at self-management are unsuccessful then their help-seeking decision making is highly dependent on their appraisal of the trustworthiness and effectiveness of a potential confidante. The help-seeking journey therefore represents many careful judgements between self-awareness and action. This level of analysis is emphasized by Liang \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{33} in a three-phase model of helpseeking comprising: defining the problem, deciding to seek help and selecting a source of support. The implications for service development are that young people exercise agency in their health behaviour,\textsuperscript{25} and for meaningful engagement with an offer of help, a young person would need to access it on their own terms. Thus there are inherent challenges to supporting an individual experiencing the egosyntonic impact of an eating problem, combined with the developmental and contextual circumstances of youth.

Despite the barriers, young people are strongly motivated to foster their own well-being\textsuperscript{25,34} so it is important to explore strategies that support this. One possibility is via the Internet, because digital media are part of the social fabric for young people\textsuperscript{35} and could offer acceptable and accessible emotional support. The evidence concerning online mental health support for young people is still emerging,\textsuperscript{36} although their use of social media generates an anxious public discourse around risks posed by the spread of harmful ideas and connections.\textsuperscript{37} The concepts of suicide contagion and collusion illustrate these concerns. ‘Suicide contagion’ is understood theoretically as analogous to contagion in infectious disease, such that suicidality can be passed between individuals.\textsuperscript{38} For example, following a series of high profile youth suicides in the UK in 2007–08, and despite a lack of clarity about any role of social media in this case, the press speculated that contagion and collusion via social media had contributed to the tragedies.\textsuperscript{39} Similarly in relation to eating disorders, ‘collusion’ has been conceptualized as a mechanism by which harmful ideas are spread, as has been observed in pro-eating disorder websites,\textsuperscript{12} so digital technologies may compromise the well-being of some young people.

Despite the risks, some voices argue in favour of trusting young people to find ways to look after themselves.\textsuperscript{25,40,41} Young people are not necessarily passive consumers of Internet material and social media and can look critically at
Evidence from evaluations of structured, web-based interventions has highlighted that digital health resources can be acceptable and accessible, offering significant health benefits for young people, including better clinical outcomes, enhanced health literacy and improved access to hard to reach groups.

The literature shows that young people, and individuals with concerns about eating or eating disorders, appear to encounter specific help-seeking difficulties; but also that online support has potential to address some of the barriers faced by both groups. Therefore, online support may be especially useful to young people who have concerns about eating or eating disorders. So far, research in this field has focused on the evaluation of structured interventions or the potential dangers from unstructured discussion online (e.g., Ref. 16) with little attention given to how young people use unstructured online resources to support their mental health. Additionally, little is known about how forum moderation might influence online discussion. In view of the importance of the topic and the scant evidence base, there is a pressing need for research in this area. No previous studies have explored in depth how young people use a moderated online discussion forum for support with eating disorders. Our study aimed to address these gaps in knowledge.

**Study aim and context**

Our study aimed to explore how young people use an online discussion forum for support with eating disorders. We identified an eating disorders charity that provided a moderated online discussion forum, whose stated purpose was to facilitate support between young people with concerns about eating and eating disorders, who were seeking support and advice towards recovery. We focused on the messages posted on the forum (rather than the individuals posting them) and thus observed active participation through published messages; but lurking, that is, passive use of the forum, was not visible. Although the forum was accessible to the public, we obtained the charity’s permission to study it, and for the duration of the data collection, we published an explanation about our research on the website. Box 1 summarizes key features of the online forum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1</th>
<th>Key features of the online discussion forum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Description of eating disorders online discussion forum for young people</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The forum is located within the website of a pro-recovery eating disorders charity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The stated aim of the forum is to facilitate peer support between young people who have concerns about eating and are looking towards recovery.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The forum supports asynchronous discussion in conversational threads.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The forum is available 24 hours a day.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The forum is publicly accessible for reading and posting messages, via registration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The forum is moderated by charity employees.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Content blocked if not pro-recovery (e.g. collusion; triggers such as weight, or names of foods).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Guidelines for using the forum clearly stated on the website:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Messages should be respectful and supportive.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Messages should avoid unhelpful language such as details about food, calories, symptoms, exercise or weight.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o It is not permitted to reveal real names of people or places or to include any information that could lead to individuals being identified with an email.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• People writing to the forum are known by a username only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Forum users are unable to contact each other privately.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A moderator who has concerns about a message can attempt to contact the individual by email, but has no other means of contact.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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to height and weight; types and names of food and drink; criticism of other forum users; discussion that encouraged users to compete, be dependent on each other, resist treatment or lose weight; graphic descriptions of behaviour (such as self-harm) that could be distressing; references to media such as books, films and magazines that the moderators believe to be inappropriate for the forum; and copyrighted material.

Due to our study methods we did not know whether all individuals writing to the forum noticed this information; however, we did find brief references to moderation within the messages we scrutinized, which indicates that some were aware of it.

**Methods**

**Study design**

The study design was based on an online ethnographical, or netnographical, approach previously used by Kirk and Milnes. Netnography applies ethnographic approaches to online behaviour, drawing on publicly accessible online social interactions in the same way that an ethnographer observes human behaviour in the field.

The research team included experienced researchers and practitioners with relevant knowledge about young people’s mental and physical health and well-being, eating disorders and analysis of online discussion forums, which informed our judgements throughout the study.

**Data collection**

With the charity’s permission, we collected all messages posted during a 4-month period (August–November 2012). We downloaded the messages into Microsoft Word and imported them into the qualitative analysis software programme, NVIVO 10.

**Sample**

Posts appeared on the forum organized into broad topic areas. We discarded topics that were primarily concerned with the mechanisms of using the forum. This left seven topics, containing 119 unique usernames, 97 threads (i.e. subtopics) and 420 messages. However, the topic labels (Table 1) did not always reflect the content of the messages as users seemed to pick a specific topic as a ‘home’ for all the messages they posted, regardless of their focus at the time.

We did not have access to any detail beyond what was written in the messages that appeared on the board; however, there appeared to be a wide range of forum users including people just looking for advice, or with concerns about eating problems, as well as those dealing with severe eating disorders.

Some usernames appeared frequently and many only once. The greatest number of messages posted by a single user was 64, but the majority of users posted 1–4 times during the observational period. Table 1 contains further detail.

**Thematic analysis**

The aim of the analysis was to understand the ways in which young people use an online discussion forum for support with eating disorders. We used a thematic analysis method suitable for qualitative data that enables rich and detailed interpretation. We were mindful that we only had access to constructed identities of the individuals who were commenting, and there was also the unknown impact of forum moderation; both factors are common in netnographic studies.
First, Elvey and Kendal read and familiarized themselves with the data and generated initial codes reflecting the content. Next, they identified themes relevant to our aim of understanding the support mechanisms of the forum. The themes were reviewed and refined through discussion with the research team. Using this method, we identified five final themes that reflected how the forum seemed to be used (see Table 2).

Ethical considerations

Online communities for young people are recognized as a valid focus for research, and the forum was in the public domain. However, there is also a debate on the ethical issues around using publicly accessible online discussion for research. The identities of the forum users were unknown so we were not in a position to obtain individual consent from them. Instead, the charity gave us proxy consent to access and use the posts. To enhance transparency, we advertised and explained our research on the charity’s website and Twitter feed before commencing the study. We protected the privacy of the forum users by removing terms and phrases that could identify them, including the name of the charity. We obtained ethical approval for this study in March 2012 from the UK NHS National Research Ethics Service and the University of Manchester Research Ethics Committee.

Results

The charity’s stated purpose for the online discussion forum was to facilitate peer support between young people with eating disorders, and our five themes each represented a dimension of peer support which individuals accessed through the forum: Taking on the role of mentor; The online forum as a safe space; Friendship within the online forum; Flexible help; and Peer support for recovery and relapse prevention (See Table 2).

In our presentation of results, quotations are reproduced verbatim to reflect the realism of Internet use, and usernames have been replaced with codes.

Taking on the role of mentor

Forum users offered mentorship in the form of advice and encouragement, seemingly drawing on lived experiences of eating disorders. Some individuals appeared to value being able to mentor others, which reflects an established view that taking on responsibilities and helping others supports emotional well-being.

I’m only 10 so I’m one of the younger ones but if you need someone to talk to I’d be happy to hope your ok (E1UN)

There were lengthy, reassuring messages to those who sounded lost and frightened. Suggestions included cognitive reframing, using diaries, crisis planning, working with goals, distraction and behavioural methods. Such advice appeared to be welcomed within the forum alongside tips for relaxation techniques and using creative arts for self-expression.

Basically, if you can work on behaviour, emotions and thoughts will automatically start to improve (E6UF)

Thank you for the advise and speaking of goals I made a goal to tell one of my friends what has happened, which is a big thing as I have’nt actually told any of my friends yet. But I finally did it (E1UB)

…it will really be worth the hard work once you have mastered the art of relaxation (E1AL)

Although we had no information about people using the forum beyond what they chose to write, suggestions were often made with great confidence, so could have been drawn from personal experience of therapeutic interventions. Much of the advice was consistent with general self-help principles in mental health, although
posts did not reveal whether the writers had been taught these strategies or simply worked them out.

The online forum as a safe space

The forum seemed to be a trusted environment for individuals to talk about isolation, fear, shame or despair in an atmosphere of mutual support and acceptance. Although this appears to be common to online discussion groups,\textsuperscript{51,60,61} it has particular relevance here, because the intense internal conflicts that characterize disordered eating seem difficult to articulate. The combination of anonymity and an expectation of acceptance may have mitigated barriers to connecting with other people.

I suffer from bulimia, and now after I purge, I have alot of discomfort...I dont feel I can tell my parents even though I really want my mum to help me. I feel so lonely and disgusting... I am too scared to go to a doctors I have no-one to turn to and I have no idea what to do (E4LO)

The moderation seemed to balance a light touch (e.g. the fact that messages were not organized into topics by moderators),\textsuperscript{62} with delays in publishing messages because of the need to moderate them first. In the brief exchange below, there is a reference to the impact of the forum’s asynchronicity:

hey sorry about the late reply, i’ve only just been notified that people have written back to me (E6IN)

don’t worry i really don’t mind, these messages have to checked and moderated and that normally takes time (E6LI).

We also found fleeting references to the removal of trigger words, for example:

I have been known to snap at people, get aggressive and switch moods rapidly as well as suffer with the ED and other mental health conditions (Won’t mention because of triggers) (E3LA)

Therefore, it seemed likely that there was an element of censorship or self-censorship shaping what appeared on the forum. These characteristics suggest that its function as a safe space might depend on both moderation processes and forum culture, expressed through peer activity.

Forum users at the point of realising they had an eating disorder could use online discussion to get used to the idea and practise talking about it. Lack of control over confidentiality deters many young people from asking for help.\textsuperscript{63} The forum operated through anonymity, thus ensuring personal information could not be shared. In this respect, the forum offered support that would be difficult to find in face to face encounters.

Friendship within the online forum

The sense of friendship within the forum was strong. Forum users wrote affectionately, for example

Hope your ok and having a good week xxxx (E1UN)

I’ve not been on here in ages and was wondering if any of the old members were still using [the forum]? I would love to know if anyone has heard from [username]?! Hope everyone is doing okay (E4AN)

Forum friendships offered emotional support and companionship. Messages were humorous, expressed excitement or described ordinary events without reference to problems with eating. Some commiserated about the difficulties of navigating family relationships. Celebrations that involved communal eating or being scrutinized by relatives could be anticipated with immense anxiety, and individuals seemed to trust the forum community to be empathic and constructive. The quotations below are a sample from an exchange between three individuals.

Hello guys... I’m fourteen years old and have suffered with anorexia since i was eleven... i need some reassurance - is this it? is this as good as it gets? is recovery possible... i mean FULL recovery... xxxxxxx (E7EC)

I know what you feel. I used to feel it too. I would say yes you can be fully recovered from an eating disorder, however it will be a very hard and long process I guess. I’m in the stage of recovering too (E7WC)
...thank you for that wonderful advice! so what stage of recovery are you at?... (E7EC)

...I believe full recovery is possible i am battling anorexia right now, but my mum suffered it and now she is a healthy happy person... (E7AD)

...! thats wonderful that your mum is recovered! that must reassure you a little! How old are you? How long have you been ill for? Xxx (E7EC)

Hi! ... i’m 11. I have been ill for about 6 months now. i have gone to therapy and stuff like that e.g. a dietitian. It’s really nice and reassuring to know that you have been in a similar position to me ... i hope you are doing really well!! (E7AD)

hi (E7AD) I’m doing ok, I also have OCD which is really tricky...i’ve been in full time [school] now for the past eight weeks which has been hard and tiring but im proud!! ... hope you’re ok, keep fighting!! xxx (E7EC)

Flexible help

The online forum environment had the flexibility to respond to the needs of people at different points on a helpseeking journey. Although asynchronous, the forum was open all the time, unlike helplines or support groups whose availability is sometimes restricted. Again and again, individuals would be urged to find someone to tell and helped to think about ways they could create a situation for disclosure. If one forum user wrote that they had tried telling, and things had gone badly, another would encourage them to try again, with a different person or in a different way.

Perhaps if it seems to complicated to explain, you could give [your mum] a letter, ask her to read it, and speak to her after? This can give both of you time to process. Let me know how it goes! (E3UF)

Denial is a part of it, and you just need to be brave and tell yourself that going to a doctor and admitting things are difficult is the way you can be happier (E4AN)

Although people using the forum might also be accessing formal mental health services, the flow of helpseeking was in both directions, in that some users said they had been encouraged to access it by a health-care practitioner. Indeed, the forum appeared to have credibility within formal services as an actual source of support, and not merely as a signpost to other services.

I was diagnosed with anorexia nervosa and now I see a phsychiatric nurse and have to be weighed each week. I just came onto this website as my psych recomended it and it helps to see that your not the only one struggling (E6EB)

Hey guys, just joined I’m 15 and i think i may have anorexia. I have not been diagnosed and no one else knows I was advised to come here by Childline [UK helpline for children and YP] and i am too scared to tell anyone how i feel. My parents would never understand, nor my friends, what can i do?? I want to stop (E4MU)

Messages described how it felt to find the courage to seek help from close friends and family, or access formal services. Forum users encouraged each other to keep going in the face of initially unhelpful professional input, while acknowledging that sometimes health-care professionals signposted them to the forum.

I’ve just joined this site and came across your post (sorry i hope its not too late to help). The first time i went to my Doctor after going through alot of suffering before admitting i had a problem. They gave me a HEALTHY FOOD CHART and sent me away. i felt so stupid and hopeless...It wasnt until they started treating me for depression that they realised the real route of my depression was actually my ED, and i eventually got referred to the help i needed. Please do not give up.

Messages also described finding effective help outside mental health services.

Yeah, it was a Christian camp which my youth group go to every year but I’d never been before. It was amazing and I had loads of prayer for my condition and I feel as though I have been healed (E6OZ)

One described how they had accessed college support after being encouraged to do so on the forum.

I really can’t express how happy I am that I spoke to my college about it (E4AN)
Peer support for recovery and relapse prevention

For people in recovery, the forum appeared to help by facilitating mutual support and encouragement. It was common for forum users to refer to an inner voice that told them not to eat and made them feel guilty if they did. Part of recovery was anticipating when the voice would re-emerge and bring feelings of obsession with eating/not eating, guilt and shame.

"it feels like a trap! you think your fine and then it just goes 'boom! i'm back!'" (E6LI)

"it's like a feeling of controlment in my head, if you understand what I mean? always saying to itself all the negative thoughts about my body, food, exercise and what I can eat when etc." (E6IN)

In some aspects, the forum appeared to present eating disorders as a chronic illness, that is with periods of better/worse health. It included individual stories of severe illness from people who were struggling against relapse and seeking help with coping. This included very young forum users.

"i'm only 10 but i'm trying to get better from my eating disorder too ... never give up hope everyone has a chance to recover" (E4UN)

"I recently became ill with a bad kidney infection which left me in hospital and has started to bring out my anorexia tendencies ...and my old Ed thoughts are creeping back." (E4XS)

Hey i've been suffering with anorexia for nearly 3 years now, ive been in a secure unit twice, my anorexia last year turned into bulimia, and im still struggling with it now ... i restrict, then binge, then self-harm... and im in this cycle constantly, my moods so low cause of how guilty i feel, the weights going up, and i cant control it... any advice? Xxxx" (E4EN)

The impact of longstanding fear of relapse was illustrated by forum users' reported reservations about intimate relationships, indicating an awareness of long-term social and emotional impact of eating disorders.

"it sounds good that you have a relationship, i am always scared to enter one in case the boy doesn't understand the way i act like i do" (E6LI)

Some posts conveyed an impression that the writer was struggling with deteriorating health from their eating disorder. Posts suggested that individual health needs changed; for instance, community mental health services could be experienced as unhelpful at one point but helpful later on.

"I recently went to the doctor and asked for help and after being referred on, i was told that I can't be helped! ... now I'm scared that I am back to dealing with it on my own again. Is there anybody out there that can relate to this?" (E4LE)

"i am a 14 year old girl i have had anorexia for about 2 years now unfortunately after i came out of my inpatient unit i have find it quite hard. you may be thinking i have had a relapse and am now suddenly being threatend with in patient treatment again. its not quite like that. its just that there every now and again i get these little nudges backwards and slowly i am going back down hill" (E3XP)

Discussion

The contribution of this study is to generate knowledge about how young people use an online discussion forum for support with eating disorders. As such, our study met its aims. We found that the forum had some key features that seemed to address help-seeking barriers: enabling individuals to take on the role of mentor; being a safe space for discussion, facilitating friendship, offering help flexible enough to fit with individual need, and providing a platform for peer support towards recovery. Laing et al.'s\textsuperscript{33} model for helpseeking (defining, deciding, selecting) provides a useful framework for discussing the findings.

Mentorship, help-seeking and peer support are familiar themes in the context of self-care support, but have not previously been explored in relation to online support for eating disorders. We have argued that the egosyntonic nature of many eating disorders, and the developmental and contextual circumstances of young people, present specific barriers for young people with concerns around eating, who are seeking support. One of the messages quoted here described
relapse as something in their head that appeared ‘without warning’. According to Tierney and Fox, there may be potential in therapeutic approaches that acknowledge and discuss the inner voice, following advances made in treatment of psychosis. Being able to talk about the anorexic voice on the forum could help dissipate some of its power.

Defining the problem

The online discussion forum provided a safe space for individuals to ventilate their feelings without having to deal with other people’s reactions. It allowed anonymity, which for some people seemed to be instrumental in enabling them to acknowledge and articulate a frightening problem. They could access friendship, peer support and mentorship to help them reflect on their experiences and other people’s, ultimately being able to define a problem that they could then go on to address.

Self-disclosure is a recurring theme in the literature around online support for eating disorders linked lack of self-disclosure to denial and treatment resistance, an insight that can help address the egosyntonic picture that makes engagement in treatment so challenging. Sharing experiences was also identified as important in a study of eating disorder discussion boards on Yahoo and in pro-Ana blogs. Tong et al. found that reciprocal self-disclosure was a common form of social support, and argued that being able to ventilate feelings during a period of stress had therapeutic merit. Despite these positive perspectives, the literature also highlights a need for strategies to evaluate the quality of online support for eating disorders, to mitigate the risks posed from collusion and contagion.

Peer support may be attractive because there is an expectation of mutual understanding and a lesser power differential between helper and help-seeker. However, young people may not perceive their peers as trustworthy. The literature consistently shows that young people worry that anyone they approached for emotional support could compromise them by sharing their personal and sensitive information with others. The peer support offered on the online forum may be attractive specifically because of its certain anonymity, echoing the findings of other studies of online discussion.

Deciding to seek help

Forum users seemed to engage with the friendship, peer support and mentorship communicated through the messages, to learn about different kinds of help or how people have coped when helpseeking has gone wrong. They could choose their level of engagement and be non-committal about accessing support, which for some might be the start of a recovery journey.

Young people’s agency tends to arouse conflicting emotions, reflecting perhaps their social status as both vulnerable and independent. It can be tempting to prioritize safety over risk the implication being that young people should be protected from engaging with strangers. Yet arguably, it is the young person who should decide what ‘safety’ means. For instance, young people often value their place within a peer group, so they could experience social isolation as far more dangerous to well-being than belonging to a community, even a virtual one.

Therefore, our findings support the paradox that, while a young person can engage in risky behaviour, their agency is, in itself, an important facilitator of help-seeking for emotional support and can promote their emotional well-being. Little is known about the specific support preferences of young people with eating disorders, but considering the developmental and egosyntonic factors, the availability, accessibility, privacy and inclusiveness of the forum may have made it a flexible and attractive form of support. Given the associated risks it may seem counter-intuitive to direct young people to an online discussion forum; yet it may ultimately enhance subjective well-being, even though the conversations are effectively with a stranger whom one has met on the internet, and a sure way to inspire moral panic in the media.
Selecting a source of support

Our findings support the literature suggests that developmentally appropriate emotional support for young people enhances choice, privacy and control over the consequences of help-seeking. Although it did not offer an immediate response, its accessibility at any time may have been important to individuals who valued being able to choose when to use it.

Amongst the advice about encouraging people to seek advice from health professionals, substantial discussion was around co-production of care, which promotes agency and conceptualizes the user as an expert. The data illustrated how individuals could engage with formal services, peers and their own internal processing on their own terms, to work towards outcomes that they valued.

As all the messages posted on the forum had been subject to moderation, it is unsurprising that none were unfriendly in tone or not directed towards recovery. Giles’s analysis of web discourses around eating disorders found tensions within the online community but our data, subject to forum moderation, did not show this. Although there appeared to be a light touch approach, moderation could however also be perceived as undermining forum users’ ownership of their contributions and discussions. The tension between these two positions has been acknowledged in the literature.

The literature highlights synergy between positive help-seeking in young people and having the freedom to make health choices; according to our data, young people were being signposted there by health professionals operating within formal services—perhaps because they trusted it. Forms of support that have been demonstrated to help young people towards recovery from emotional difficulties include friendship, with advice, peer support and space to express difficult thoughts and feelings. These characteristics have also been highlighted as valued by young people with other conditions, such as asthma. Such support may in turn encourage personal attributes that have been linked with emotional well-being, including connectedness, effective coping strategies, health literacy, helping others, positive emotions, hope and social attachments. Therefore, we argue that this moderated online discussion forum can be conceptualized as a positive agent for young people’s well-being, promoting constructive decision-making and self-care.

Strengths and limitations

The contribution of this study is to generate knowledge about how young people use an online discussion forum for support with eating disorders. It highlights the potential of digital media to support young people’s emotional health. The issue is poorly understood. We have argued that a young person’s decision to use this form of social media can be construed as a positive action that promotes their self-care and encourages help-seeking. As such, the findings counter negative media perceptions of online groups.

Our findings may reflect the views of individuals who have already overcome potential barriers to help-seeking. It is a limitation of our study and web-based health support in general.

It was beyond the scope of this study to evaluate the impact of moderation and we do not know how the fact that there was moderation influenced what people posted or what appeared on the forum. Our focus was the messages and we did not set out to interview young people on this issue. Apart from rare, brief references to the fact that the forum was moderated, we did not find discussion about this in our dataset.

There is limited research into the moderation of online discussions, although there are indications that timely responses and forum moderation influence engagement. In common with online research, we took our data at face value. The dataset was from a 4-month period and any seasonal trends in the posts would not be identified from this study. Another issue to be explored through further study is the level of skill (emotional, literary and practical) and resources (opportunities to access the internet) that a board user is demonstrating by creating a post. Clearly these topics warrant further investigation. There are substantial implications.
for health and health care, which illustrate a pressing need for the development of research in this field.

**Conclusion**

Our study illustrates how young people use an online discussion forum to help themselves to manage or recover from eating disorders – with, without or despite clinical interventions. We suggest that it facilitates support characterized by less control from others, which allows more control over process by a young person and hence fewer barriers to helpseeking and more engagement in personal recovery.

Our findings may help reassure carers, practitioners and users that online discussion forums can be safe and therapeutic environments for young people with eating disorders. Forum moderation may be a key influence on the therapeutic potential of this form of media. Further research is needed to improve understanding of forum moderation and other factors that influence the safety of young people accessing emotional support online.
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